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Pool Adjacent Violators Based Biometric Rank Level Fusion
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Abstract: We propose a new method in rank level fusion for biometric identification. Our method
is based on the pool adjacent violators (PAV) algorithm after the ranks have been transformed to the
approximated scores. We then show that our method outperforms various approaches that commonly
used in biometric rank level fusion on NIST BSSR1 multimodal database.
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1 Introduction

Biometric fusion is a combination of several biometric systems or algorithms that aims to

improve the performance of the individual system or algorithm. It can be divided into six

categories [RNJ06]: multi-sensor, multi-algorithm, multi-instance, multi-sample, multi-

modal and hybrid. Several studies show the performance improvement by combining in-

formation from multiple traits or algorithms [LWJ03, RJR02, RNJ06, Ul06]. For instance,

Lu et al. [LWJ03] combine three different feature extractions (Principle Component Analy-

sis, Independent Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis) while Prabhakar

and Jain [PJ02] in the fingerprint biometric field use the left and right index fingers to

verify an individual’s identity.

Biometric fusion can be done at the sensor, feature, match score, rank and decision levels

either for verification or identification. In this paper, we will focus on the rank level for

closed identification problem in the sense that the unknown person is assumed to be one

of the people in a given enrollment set. This scenario is suitable for combining ranked

identities from commercial biometric devices that may only produce the ranked identities

of the users instead of matching scores because of a security reason. This means that ranks

from multiple biometric classifiers of every unknown person in a given enrollment set are

transformed to a new rank and this new rank is used to assign the identity of that unknown

person.

There are several methods that are commonly used in biometric rank level fusion: Borda

count, weighted Borda count, maximum rank method, Bucklin majority voting [Po14],

and some nonlinear weighted ranks [KS11]. While maximum rank takes the highest rank

amongst all the matchers, the remaining methods use weight to represent the contribution

of each classifier. The present paper uses the pool adjacent violators (PAV) algorithm to
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compute the likelihood ratio (LR) of any rank after it has been transformed to its approx-

imated similarity score for every classifier and combine the classifiers by summing their

individual LRs up to get the final score. This final score will represent the combined sim-

ilarity score. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed ex-

planation how the proposed method woks. Several examples using NIST BSSR1 database

are provided in Section 3. Finally, this paper will be closed by our conclusions in Section

4.

2 PAV-based Method

This section will explain how our proposed method is built. In principle, there are two

steps: (1) transforming ranks to their approximated similarity scores and (2) applying the

PAV to these transformed scores.

2.1 Transforming Ranks to Approximated Scores

Let x be an unknown subject that belongs to the enrollment set E = {x1, . . . ,xn}. Of course,

the original similarity scores of x and all elements E contain much more information than

the ranked identity of all elements E with respect to the closeness to x. While Susyanto

et al. [Su16a, Su16b] use a modified empirical distribution function to transform similar-

ity scores to their corresponding uniformly distributed scores, which are only a scale of

their ranks, to model dependence between classifiers, we will work on the other direction,

i.e, approximating the uniformly distributed similarity scores from their ranks. Suppose

that there are ntrain identities in the enrollment set in training data. Since the rank-i has

to have the i-highest probability for every i = 1, . . . ,ntrain, we set it to have probability

(ntrain +1− i)/ntrain. It means that the estimated probabilities run from 1/ntrain to 1, which

is already shown in [Su16a, Su16b] that they are uniformly distributed. Below is an exam-

ple how the approximated similarity scores of the training set with subjects s1,s2,s3,s4,
and s5 are obtained from the ranks.

enr. s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

s1 1 2 3 4 5

s2 1 4 3 5 2

s3 2 5 1 3 4

s4 5 4 3 2 1

s5 5 2 3 4 1


0→



enr. s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

s1 1 4/5 3/5 2/5 1/5

s2 1 2/5 3/5 1/5 4/5

s3 4/5 1/5 1 3/5 2/5

s4 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5 1

s5 1/5 4/5 3/5 2/5 1


(1)

When we are working in a testing data that contains more that ntrain in its enrollment set,

then we map all ranks greater than ntrain to 0. Mathematically, whenever the training data

T with ntrain identities in its enrollment set is given and the subjects x1, . . . ,xn has rank

r1, . . . ,rn, respectively, with respect to the unknown subject x, the approximation of the

uniformly distributed scores s1, . . . ,sn will be

si = max

{
ntrain +1− i

ntrain

,0

}
(2)
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for every i = 1, . . . ,n. For example, if x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6, and x7 in the testing set has ranks

2,3,1,4,5,6, and 7, respectively, with respect to x3 then the approximated similarity scores

using training data (1) is

(
enr. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7

x3 4/5 3/5 1 2/5 1/5 0 0

)
. (3)

2.2 PAV-based Naive Bayes Fusion

Once we have had the approximated similarity scores of the training data, we can split

them into genuine and impostor scores. A genuine score is the score obtained by compar-

ing a pair of biometric samples originating from the same person while an impostor scores

obtained by comparing a pair of biometric samples stemming from different people. In our

example given by (1), the elements on the main diagonal of the second matrix are genuine

while the elements off the main diagonal are impostor. The key of our method is com-

puting the loglikelihood (LLR) of the approximated similarity scores using independence

assumption. Even though it is not realistic, some experimental results show that its per-

formance is still promising [TV13]. To do that, we need to compute the individual LLRs

of the classifiers. The most common methods are Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), Lo-

gistic Regression (Logit), Histogram Binning (HB), and Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV);

see [ASV12] for a brief explanation of these methods.

In this paper, we choose the PAV method because of its optimality [ZE02]. For every

classifier k = 1, · · · ,d, (d is the number of classifiers), PAV sorts and assigns a posterior

probability of 1 and 0 to the k-th component of genuine and impostor scores, respectively,

in a given training set. It then computes the non-monotonic adjacent group of probabilities

and replaces it with average of that group. This procedure is repeated until the whole

sequence is monotonically increasing which estimates the posterior probability P(H1|(·))
of the k-th component of genuine and impostor scores where H1 correspond to a genuine

score. By assuming

P(H1) =
ngen

ngen +nimp

,

the corresponding LRks of genuine and impostor scores can be computed according to the

Bayesian formula by

L̂Rk(·) =
P(H1|(·))

1−P(H1|(·))
×

nimp

ngen
(4)

where ngen and nimp are the number of genuine and impostor scores, respectively. This

gives a numerical function that maps score to its L̂Rk so that for every score from the k-th

classifier, its corresponding L̂Rk value can be computed by interpolation. Finally, the final

approximated similarity score is just the sum of all L̂Rks for k = 1, . . . ,d.
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3 Experimental Results

This section gives the comparison between the proposed method and the existing methods

in rank level fusion (Borda count, weighted Borda count, maximum rank method, Bucklin

majority voting [Po14], and some nonlinear weighted ranks [KS11]) on NIST BSSR1

database [Na04]. The NIST-BSSR1 database has three different set:

• NIST-Multimodal: Two fingerprints and Two face matchers applied to 517 subjects,

• NIST-Face: Two face matchers applied to 3000 subjects,

• NIST-Finger: Two fingerprints applied to 6000 subjects.

We will use the same protocol as used in [KS11] (Protocol 1 and 2) and an additional

protocol (Protocol 3). The exp(1) and exp(2) are the methods proposed in [KS11]. Note

that the maximum rank, the Borda count, and the Bucklin majority voting methods do not

need training data while our proposed method needs training data as the weighted Borda

count and nonlinear weighted ranks [KS11]) do.

3.1 Multi-instance Test: Protocol 1

In this experiment, we use the NIST-Finger database containing 6000 subject where the

first 1000 subject were used for training our proposed method and the rest were used for

testing. The comparison of our method with the other methods is presented in Table 1.

We can see that the rank-1 of our method jumps from the best existing methods (exp(2):

89.56%) to 94.44%.

Tab. 1: Performance (in %) From NIST-Finger Database (6000 Subjects). The bold face in every row

is the best one.

Highest Rank Borda Weighted Borda Bucklin exp(1) exp(2) Proposed

rank-1 82.57 85.65 87.74 74.58 89.34 89.56 94.44

rank-2 94.43 86.68 89.04 88.23 93.98 94.42 95.00

rank-3 94.48 87.33 89.74 93.65 95.22 95.20 95.34

3.2 Multi-modal and Multi-algorithm Test: Protocol 2

Using the same protocol as in [KS11], we put the first 100 subject of the NIST-Multimodal

database for training and the rest (417) for testing. We can see from Table 2 that our

proposed method outperforms the other methods even it attains 100% recognition rate at

rank-1.
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Tab. 2: Performance (in %) From NIST-Multimodal Database (517 Subjects). The bold face in every

row is the best one.

Highest Rank Borda Weighted Borda Bucklin exp(1) exp(2) Proposed

rank-1 80.66 91.68 94.39 88.78 98.84 99.28 100.00

rank-2 96.32 93.81 95.55 98.84 99.42 99.76 100.00

rank-3 100.00 94.97 96.32 99.81 100.00 100.00 100.00

3.3 Multi-modal and Multi-algorithm Test: Protocol 3

In order to make a larger database for testing, we make a virtual database by taking the

first image of every person in NIST-Face database and the fist 3000 subjects in NIST-

Finger. As the results, our virtual database contains 3000 subjects in which every subject

has 2 scores from face comparisons, 1 score from left-index finger comparison, and 1

score from right-index finger comparison. By using the same training data as in Protocol

2, we can see from Table 2 that the highest rank, Borda count, weighted Borda count, and

Bucklin methods do not perform better than the exp(1) and exp(2) methods. Therefore,

we will only compare our method with the exp(1) and exp(2) methods. The cumulative

match curve is provided by Figure 1 thats shows clearly that the proposed method does

outperform the exp(1) and exp(2). The recognition rate at rank-1 of the exp(1), exp(2), our

proposed method are 95.73%, 91.97%, and 98.87%, respectively.
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Fig. 1: CMC of the exp(1), exp(2), and the Proposed Method

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a new method in biometric rank level fusion via pool adjacent violators

(PAV). The method can be done by two main steps: (1) transforming ranks to their approxi-
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mation of the uniformly distributed similarity scores and (2) applying the PAV of the trans-

formed scores for every classifier and simply taking the naive Bayes fusion. It has been

demonstrated that our proposed method outperforms the Borda count, weighted Borda

count, maximum rank method, Bucklin majority voting, and some nonlinear weighted

ranks in every scenario using the NIST BSSR1 database.
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